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UCF .u nion leaving dorm ·
issue lonely for attention

•
By Doris Pfister
Central Florida Future

Additional campus housing
has recently been overlooked
due to the recent push for the
student union.
However, on-campus residence is a major factor contrib• uting to the success of the
union.
With the addition of more
dormitories more students
• · will live on campus·, therefore
increasing the number of students taking advantage of the
student union facilities
President Assistant Fred
Schmidt, who is supporting
the push for housing, said, "By
us believing. that the student
union will be the university's
answer to apathy, ·we are seriously selling ourselves short."
Schmidt added, "However,
coupling the student union
project with the project of
building more dorms will
greatly increase on-campus
involvement."
The demand for on-campus
housing is so great that many
students who are denied housing because of the lack of space
must make other choices as to

(.)

Tuesday, March 1, 1988
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which college they will be attending.
Christi Hartzler, assistant
director of housing, explained,
"We (UCF) can't attract the
quality students needed because there is a definite lack of
on-campus housing. We're losingthem to universities which
can offer sufficient on-campus
residence."
The seven halls currently
on campus house a total of
-approximately 915-930 students.
, As a Resident Assistant
Schmidt has seen the problems produced because of inadequate housing space.
"I think people who are not
directly involved with housing
are blinded. They can't possibly know what we go through
trying to find rooms for studen ts to live in. We really need
more residence space."
This push for additional
housing is being thrusted by
SG Pro Tempore Dash Wendrzyk, and Senators .S cott
Bowen and Schmidt, who have
been working on the plans for
funding for over two weeks.
"We want to get all the facts
before we jump in. We want to
cover all the angles and find

every possible way to get the
funding we can," said Wendrzyk.
To receive sufficient investment to build the residence
halls, the university must
place
approximately
$750,000-$1 million in an escrow account. · ·
·. This money will be used to
insure investors that UCF will
, not default on its loan.
The full amount in tlie escrow account will be returned
to the state once construction
has be~n completed and the
university has built up enough
equity to cover the payments.
"The money in the escrow
account will not be used to
build the dorms. It is just there
to financially secure the loan .
should the housing department default; however, having
the money in the account
would act as 'insurance'," expi_ained Schmidt.
General Counsel Ashmun
Brown will be handling the
legalities of the dormitory
project and he personally feels
UCF needs more on-campus
housing. '
. SPRING BREAK
"I'm personally and profes- The bookstore reminds students that relief is just around the
SEE DORM PAGE 5

comer. Spring break starts March 28!

.

•
ticipating in Green-up Orlando.
by Cosette Owens
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

When the semester starts, many peQple look
for an organization to join. One of the main
choices is a Greek fraternity or sorority. Some
people don't like this choice, however, due to
many reasons such as hazing and expenses.

•

"A lot of them are tOo party oriented" states
Mike Spohn, math education major. One alternative to the Greek scene is a service fraternity
called ~pha Phi Omega.
Although Alpha Phi Omega uses the Greek
letters, it is not Greek and is connected with the
Boy Scouts of Ameri~a.
The organization holds many socials and
fundraisers but the main purpose is service.
Some of the service projects include doing such
things as helping build the playground at Turkey Lake Park, refurbishing the softball field at
the East- Orange Community Center, and par-

•

In addition to these projects, A-Phi-0 "works
with the spouse abuse shelter and has a continuing obligation with ~e homeless shelter",
states serVice vice-president Tim Ball.. The
homeless shelter involves working from 1 :30
a.m. to 7 a.m. During this time, the organization will patrol the area outside to bring people
in and serve them breakfast. Another thing APhi-0 does is the well known Book Exchange.
With these service projects, comes a gr~at
deal of friendship and came-radery. Treasurer
of A-Phi-0, Jay Michael, says that "You meet
people and have fun while learning about leadership and service."
UCF's chapter of this fraternity is co-ed. If
anyone is interested in joining Alpha Phi
Omega, Ta-Ann Sung, membership vice president, states that they should "stop by the office
at room 224 in the Student Center and talk to
some of the brothers to find out more about APhi-0.

SPORTS ·_
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NEWS CLIPS
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• The UCF baseball
team drops North Florida in Friday's action.
Plus, the men's tennis
team takes two . wins
over the weekend.

• The Supreme Court
defends Larry Flint's Hu~tier parody of Jerry Folwell. The main editorial
considers the _ consequencesof the decision.
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"Yes, as a UCF student, I support Student Government's efforts to make
the Student Union a priority and seek state funding for the building."
SIGNATURE
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SOCIAL SECURITY#

Please return this form tQ the Student
Government .Reception Desk. Room SC
155 by March 18, 1988.
(NOTE: if you don't know where S.C. 155 is, that's because we don't have a
proper Student Union to handle functions like this!)

·

•

STUDENTS

SERVING

STUDENTS

·1
1
I
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Unrest' at Mass. unive_
rsity

"

Conflict part of growing problem at northern schools
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

About125 black students at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst took over a campus
_building Feb. 12 to demand police prosecute five
white students who allegedly attacked two
black students at a dorm party.
Racial conflicts - and more insistent demands by minority students to stop them have plagued scores of campuses during the last
two school years.
They seem to have escalated again since the
start of the current term.
Black students at ProVidence College in
Rhode Island, for example, complained in late
January that affirmative action officer Rev.
Joseph Lennon didn't respond well when they
told him a black student had left school after
being raped, and that white male students had
verbally harassed other black women students.
Lennon resigned Feb. 5, maintaining the
complaints "had no serious foundation" and
that he found -the school's Afro-American
Society's charges he's biased "profoundly offen-

sive."
At the University of California-Irvine the
same day, black student Shawn Massey threatened white Kappa Sigma fraternity members
with "retribution" if they didn't halt an annual
contest in which white students used black face
makeup and lip-synched to black singing
groups' song "We've asked you in the past to
stop doing these kinds of things," Massey said
at a special meeting called to discuss the issue,
"now we're telling you to do it. If not, there will
be retribution." Such threats - which seem to
be a new element of the escalation of racial
tensions - also surfaced last fall at Columbia,
which has been rocked by racial tensions in
recent years. "Ifyou engage in racist activities,"
warned Tanaqu,il Jo~es of the Concerned Black
Students of Columbia, "you're gonna have to
deal with the justice of the streets."
.
The responses have been immediate. A~ CalIrvine, Kappa· Sigma voted to cancel the contest. Providence Pre's ident Rev. John F. Cunningh_am promised to hire more minority faculty members. University of' Wisconsin-MadiSEE ACTIONS PAGE 7

'Pagan Magick' anyone
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•
While many college presidents disagreed with U.S. Secretary of Education William
. Bennett's Feb. 4 assertion that
some courses don't belong on
colleges campuses, virtually
every school in America apparently has offered some classes
that don't seem narrowly
aimed at academic literacy.

COME ON OUT
The baseball Knights are 5-5 and looking for support. So come cheer on the team.

Pomona College in Califor. nia, for example, offers "Prin_ciples and Practice of Pagan
Magick," taught by a real, live
witeh. One of the most popular
courses at the University of
Alabama was "Home Brewing
World Class Beer," until state
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board shut it down last year
because it violated a Prohibition-era statute about home- .
brewing beer and wine.
·in 1985, the University of

New Haven offered "Introduction to Nuclear Weapons," a
do-it-yourself course on how to
build a nuclear bomb. Cuyahoga Community College in
Ohio is the place to be for aspiring· disco owners: it offers
classes on how to make it in the
nightclub business, covering
everything from lighting,
sound and video to marketing.
San Francisco State offers
"The Bay Are~ Music Industry
in Historical Perspective," a
review of the Grateful Dead,
Jefferson Airplane and Blue
Cheer.
But perhaps the class most
likely to inspire Bennett's ire
is offered through the University of Missouri's Adult
Extension Program. "Advanced Class Cutting for the
Over Committed" guarantees
no bells, no grades, no class.
The course description advises
students to just "put it on your
calendar and don't go."

•

•
.,

• ELECTION PARTY
The Political Science Prelaw Union will be sponsoring
an election-watching party
from8p.m. tomidnightMarch
8 in the Lake Hall Lounge.
Refreshments will be served so
come cheer your favorite candidate. For more information
call Sherre Lambson at 6795649.
•JAZZ LAB

The UCF Jazz Lab will play
at Townsend's Plantation in
Apopka on March. 24. This
will be their last performance
at Townsend's. Their performance there is to help them raise
money for their trip to the
Montreux jazz . Festival in
switzerland as weel as other
shows in Europe. The show
starts at 8:30 p.m. in the
Plantation's Doc Tommy's-Tavern. admission is $5.
•SKYDIVING
Everything you ever
wanted to know about tandem
skydiving can be found out
Wednesday, march 2, at the
wilk.d pizza at 7-9 p.m. The
guest speaker will be George
Fulcher and a skydiving video
will be prod~_ced.

• lAWVS. MEDICINE
The controversy that surrounds Florida's Medical.Incident Recovery Act will be dissected March 3 at UCF, when
key representatives from the
Florida Bar and Florida Medical Association appear in a
public discussion on the new
legislation.
The 2 p.m. program in
UCFs Student Activities Center is in conjunction with the
1987-.88 Distinguished Lecturer Series presented by the
College of Business administration.
The speakers are Ray Ferrero
, Jr., president of the Florida
Bar, and Dr. james G. White,
FMA president.
MIRA imposes limits on
non-economic damages, provides . no-fault compensation
for biurth-related nuerological
impairments, and creates a
new state division to monitor
doctors and other medical professionals.

Klaus Hellwig, of Berlin's
Conservatory ofMusiCI.'he 8
p.m. program in UCFs music
rehearsal hall will include the
Mozart Sonata in Bb major, K
570,
the
Schumann
Davidbundlertanze, Op. 6, the
Debussy Estampes, and a
Chopin group of selections.
The March concert will be
followed by eight programs
extending intO October featuring individual artists and
groups. The anniversary series is scheduled to begin Apil
9 with a picnic pops concert.
A $14 donation toward the
UCF music scholarship fund is
requested for the Hellwig concert. Student seating will be
available at $7. tickets are
available at Streep's in Longwood and the UCF music department, phone 275-2869.

•INVESTMENT SEMINAR
A seminar on investment
sales will be held at 3 p.m.
March 2 1br students interested in the investment field.
The seminar will be held in
•CONCERT .
An 8-part series of musical room 305 of the Health and
programs in recognition of Physics Building and is being
UCFs 25th anniversary will sponsored by Thomas James
be preceded March 15 by a and Associates. For more inbenefit concert by pianist formation call Bob Settedu-

cats at 648-2323.
• SPIRITUAL CELEBRATION
The Florida Conference
Youth ministry department is
sponsering Spring Fest '88,
March 19, 3 p.m., at Mead
Gardens on South Denning
Drive in Winter Park. The
young adult spirjtual celebration will include a wide variety
of Christian musical artists as
well as a contemporary Christian drama troop, all to perform in the amphitheater located on the garden grounds
Central Florida young
adults are invited to attend the
event which will feature
Higher power, a Miami-based
contemporary vocal group;
Destiny, a talented Christian
drama group; and Larry
Curley, a local Christian artist
0cnd composer. For more information call allan martin at
898-7521, extension 124.
• SUMMER STUDY
The Department of Foreign
Languages at UCF will once
again offer summer study programs in Spain, Italy, and
France.
The programs are open to
all students in the state uni-

versity system, secondary
school teachers and ~ others
interested in learning firsthand the culture and language
·of the country.
A previous knowledge of the
country in which you travel is
riotneccesary, but it is advised
for the program in France.
Courses are available at all
levels and students are placed
in language classes according
to their knowledge.
The Spain program, which
is very popular with students,
is the only one of i~s kind that
offers studies in both northern
and southern Spain- in Oviedo
and in Seville. As this implies
the crossing of the peninsula,
students will be afforded the
opportunity to visit many renowned sites and cities, such
as Madrid , Toledo, El Escorial, Segovia, Salamanca,
Merida, and La Rabida. The
group will depart Orlando for
Madrid via New York on June
27 and may return as early as
August 4 or as late as August
18. Cost is $2,375, plus UCF
tuition, and includes fees,
round trip air fare, field trips,
room and boarcJ during the
travel period in Oveido and
Seville.
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Arizona -blacks recall injustice

CINEMA

Students pass out 1962 literacy test given to Mis5. blacks

12255 U N I V E R S I T Y

ACROSS

ciation.
Staff Report
Mississippi's "Negro Voting Requirements"
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
asked prospective voters to answer essay questions about a reprinted passage from the MisOnly two of 109 University of Arizona stu- sissippi constitution. In order to vote, blacks
dents passed a 1962 literacy test Mississippi needed to answer the questions perfectly. Spellblacks were required to complete perfectly if ing and content errors disqualified blacks from
they were to vote.
voting, and those who did not receive a perfect
The Arizona Black Student Association score were deemed illiterate.
·
The Arizona students who took the test"were
asked the students to take· the test during a
week-long celebration ofM_artin Luther King's held to the same standards. Since Missisbirthday to demonstrate how Jim Crow laws sippi officials graded the essays in a subjective
were used to keep blacks disenfranchised.
fashion, few blacks were deemed literate and
"If college students today - 25. years later - extended voting privileges. "These are the type
can't pass, it seems pretty imp·ossible to me that of things Martin Luther King was fighting
non-college educated blacks could pass," said against," said Rald. "They were just trying to
Peter Rald of the Arizona Black Student Asso- claim their rights as American citizens."

FROM

2 7 7 - 14·54
GOOD MORNING
VIETNAM- R
at 2:00-4:30-7: 15-9:45

SHOOT TO KILL-R
at 2:2()..4:45-7:30-10:00

BROADCAST NEWS - R
at 1:30-4:20-7 :00-9:40

3 MEN & A BABY- PG
at 2: 10-3: lQ-6: 10-8:10-10:10
SATISFACTION-PG 13

THE WRITE STUFF

a~vme~mmll~
l(J."S"°~lU~
Generally, the new tax law
requires children and other
dependents to file tax returns for
1987 if:
•they have any investment
income, such as interest on
savings, and
. • this investment income plus any
wages is more than $500.
Publication 922 contains detailed
information. To get one, call the
IRS Forms number in your local
telephone directory.

The Central Florida Future
... Neede writere who have thet indefineble something thet maka a Sports writer. Hyou've
heard the call of the press, end would like to cover the UCF Sports beat, etop by the Editorial
offices (Le. t/&I! whi~ trailer nl!%l to the Health Center) of The Central Florida Future and esk for
Scott Wallin and an epplication.

Student Government's ·

TYPING

ROOM
•

STUDENTS

SERVING

STUDENTS

Student
That's right.
Government provides you with
free use of typewriters so you
can drum up great looking
homework.
Typewriters are
located in the Student Government Offices and are open from
9 AM
11 PM, Monday - Thurs-

•
•

•

day, 9 AM - 9 PM Friday & 5 PM
11 PM Sunday. March right

down and take advantage of
, your Student Government Serv•

•
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DORM
FROM PAGE 1

•

•

•

•

•·

sionally enthusiastic about the. project. The university has identified the need for additional student
housing and if we get the money in the escrow
account, I think we have a good deal," said Brown.
Brown explained three different ways in which the
university may acquire the additional housing.
One suggestion is that a private entrepeneur
comes. into the university and builds the residencies,
leasing them back to the univesity. The housing
department would be responsible for Resident Assistants, maintenance, and room rental.
The second idea involves the entrepeneur handling the maintenance and other obligations while
the university leases out the campus space.
The second choice, however, creates problems
when dealing with disciplinary action. The university would have limited, if any, rights to enforce rules
in the investor's dorms.
"Where do we draw the line. I think the second
option creates more problems than it solves," added
Brown. The third option was that the $1 million be
used to pay the debts on the bonds used to·build the
old dorms. Then sell new bonds to pay for the building
of the proposed residencies. A resolution was introduced to the Organizations Appropriations and Finance (OAF) committee yesterday suggesting that,
in addition to funding for the union, money to be
placed in the escrow account should also be solicited
from the state.
The resolution supported the student union as a
top priority, but also stated the need for on-campus
housing to successfully bring about the "complete
college experience" as SG President Roy Reid has
called for.
·
"The students shouldn't have to choose between
the student union and new dorms;" explained
Schmidt, "however, ifyou were to weigh them against
each other the housing project would have to take top

priority."
Executive supporters of the student union are
seeking approximately $9 million (in addition to the
$2.3 million allocated through the Capital Improvements Trust Fund) from the state or private investors. Whereas the dormitory project needs $1 million
in an escrow account which will later be returned to
the state.
· "One million for dorms is a drop in the hat compared to the $9 million for the student union. Ifwe get
$1 million; that would definately clench the deal,"
added Schmidt. When analyzing the short- and longterm advantages of the additional no using versus the
student union, Wendrzyk, Bowen, and Schmidt feel
that the dorms offer a better deal.
They explained, "In the short-run students will be
all gung-ho about the union but in the long-run they'll
be saying 'Wait a minute, why are we paying additional Activity and Service Fee?'."
"If we raise A&S Fee, all students should benefit,
not just on-campus or adjacent UCF residents. Long
di:::,tance commuter students probably won't spend
too much time at the union," explained Bowen.
The student union will provide more offices, which
will require more people, which, in turn, will require
more salaries. This causes expenditures, while the
dorms would eventually pay for themselves.
"We don't want to shoot down the student union
project but without more dorms the student union
' won't function to its full potential," said Bowen.
Another factor concerning the dorms versus the
student union evolve from the problem of parking.
The plan for the student union does not have an
immediate provision for additional p~king space.
With the construction of new. dormitories, additional
parking would be provided.
"UCF is growing and will reach an enrollment of
20,000-25,000 in no time. Bottom line is that we need
more dorms if we want to attract these students."
According to the 1984 Housing Feasibility Study
Committe Report, projections were made by John
Bolte, assistant vice president of academic affairs as

to UCFs population growth.
Bolte said that using very conservative figure of
4%, UCF could easily reach 1 7,000+ students bhy
1988.
This projection has been reached, whereas the
Master Plan which called for 20% of the students to
be housed on campus has not been followed.
Wendrzy~ said, "Twenty percent would mean that
about 3,500 student would have to live on campus .
Obviously with not even 1,000 students on campus
we haven't been following the Master Plan. If we
push for dorms, we can at least get 800-850 more
students living on campus."
A plan for additional dormitories was undertaken
in 1986; however, it fell through because the university -did not have any financial backing in an escrow
account.
Plans and specifications clearly defining the scope
and content of the project were completed by the
developer, the Mathews Corporation, and approved
by the university and the Board of Regents.
According to ·the development agreement, the
plans provided for 850 additional housing spaces and
contained detailed floor plans showing the layout and
location of all suites_.
"Everything was planned down to the nuts and
bolts. All we were missing was the signature of the
investor on the dotted line," said Schmidt.
At that time the guaranteed cost of the new residencies was $12,002,255. The estimated cost for the
dormitories in 1988 is approximately $15,000,000.
AccordingtQ Wendrzyk and Schmidt ifthe push for
funding from the state begins now, construction of
the residence halls will be completed in another year.
"If we get the money now, the students will be able
to occupy the rooms in the fall of the '89-90 school
year."
·
SQ Executive Advisor Denver Stutler spoke to the
Board ofRegents last Wednesday and acknowledged
the insufficient housing and parking problems;
however, he offered no immediate plan of action to
alleviate these issues.
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SCUBA

Thurs. March 3
7and9p.m.
PADI Certification Course
'

;

-

For more info call
Tracy Balkham 275-2633

~
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·Six Weeks on Saturdoys
First Sess.ion March 5 9:00 a.m.
UCF Pool
$60 Registration Fe0
Equipment Not Included
Sponsored by PAC
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FERRIS
BUELLER'S

One~~~~easy. If~~
Sun. March 6
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Grads of '88 doing better in job market
Petroleum engineering majors are doing the best,
getting average starting salary offers of$33,432, said
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
CPC spokeswoman Dawn Gulick.
The CPC, Northwestern University and Michigan
Students of the Class ofl 988 generally are getting · State University all publish forecasts of how many
more job offers and higher starting salaries than last companies will visit campuses to recruit each year.
In their forecasts, released in December, both
year's grads, the College Placement Council reported
Feb.12. .
.
.
·
Northwestern and Michigan State predicted the
In its preliminary assessment of how student job crash would narrow students' job prospects somehunting has progressed since September, 1987, the what as corporations, worried that a recession would
CPC found the stock market crash of October 19 has follow, said they were cutting their hiring by 5 perhad virtually no effect on corporate recruiting of new cent.
The CPC last week said pr~liminaryfeedback from
grads, even those with masters of business administration degrees.
·
· placement offices on 153 campuses indicates compaby Staff Report

SIMULATION

Phillips said, "One effort we're de·veloping right now is a series of games
FROM PAGE 1
for amphibious warfare."
The "academic arm" of the institute
utilize their staff and UCF to develop a is a master's level degree in Simulation
and Training, Dr. William W. Swart,
suitable trai¢ng system.
"We assist in developing new tech- from the Industrial Engineering Denology that .will be made a part of that partment, said.
He said people who work for compatraining system," Phillips said.
The efforts of the institute and UCF nies with government contracts, with
will then develop·a new technology to the Navy or with the Army take the
be used in training personnel to course. For the Navy and Army this
degree at UCF is very important beoperate the new aircraft or system.

nies have not sc.a led down their hiring after all.
In fact, many types of majors say starting salary
offers are rising.
Accounting grads, for instance, are getting
average starting offers of $23,376, a 7;5 percent
increase over the average July, 1987 offer, the CPC
reported.
Among the other majors and average starting
salary offers reported were: mechanical engineers .
($29,100), allied health graduates ($24,048), nursing
students ($24,444), banking and finance grads
($22,056), human resources majors ($19,284), hotel
and restaurant students ($19,032), advertising majors ($18,576) and journalism grads ($18,624).

cause Swart said, "There's no other
program like it in the world."
Swart also said, "We have developed
a system so we can export our program
through video tapes around the world.
It's very innovative."
The 40 students and 11 faculty
~embers in the course ·nave worked
with more tlian $1 million worth of
research grants, some of which came
from the Institute for Simulation and
Training.
Phillips said the institute has given

13 grants of about$10,000 each to UCF
faculty members.
.
Col~ier said the NTSC gave out $656
million worth ·of government contracts
forthefiscalyearendingDec. 30, 1987.
All that money has attracted businesses to the Research Park. Phillips
describe the situation there like a shopping mall with the NTSC functioning
like the '"Se~rs and Roebuck," attracting smaller businesses to the ~ark. The
land for the Research Park was donated by the State of Florida, he said.
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WE'D LIKE TO REMIND YOU THAT THE UNCERSORED.
CONTENT OF THIS NEWSPAPER IS MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE CONSTtTUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.

There's an epidemic
with 27 million victims ..
And no visible symptoms.

THE CONSTITUTION

It's an epidemic .of people who can't read.
Joi·n the fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free

The wor.d s we 1ive by
To learn more about the Constitution write: Constitution, Washington,
20599. The Cormnision on the Bicentennial of The -· u.s. Constitution.

D.C.

l-800~228-8813

Need insurance for your
home~
,.,,.......... car, l.ife, boat o~ RV?

•

~

./~.,e ~- .

f \'- "o~- ':
\

GO°~o'9\e·

...

Call us!
.
We have the nght coverage
for all your needs.

.

JeanHube1·
Jacqueline Bailey ·
89 Alafaya·woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189
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UCF'S PLACEMENT OFFICE IS HERE TO
HELP YOU LAUNCH YOUR CAREER.

Allstate®

• College Placement Annuals
for Seniors
• Career bnformation LibraryEmployer Information
• Caree.r Planning_ Mini-.
Classes
, ·.• ·Resume advice and
critiquing
•Individual C~unseling by
appointment
•CHOICES - Computerized
Career Guidance
• Resume referrals at
employers' request
• Organizing your job search
•Lists of full-time and _p arttime job vacancies
• Interviewing Tips

Allstate Insurance Company

Allstate Life Insurance Company

Northbrook, Illinois

PRAYER: A so-l ution
to Person.al an.d

Polit·ical Tie.ttror ism
1

A Free Christian Science Lecture by
Jack Hubbell, C.S.B.
a member of The Christian Science
Board of Lectureship

Friciay, March 4, 1988
8 P.M. at the Winter Park Civic.Center
1050 West Morse Boulevard
Winter Park, Florida

SPONSORED BY:
First Church Of Christ, Scientist
Winter Park, Florida
Located on the comer of New York and Whipple Avenues

child care .available at church

.

CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
ADMIN, BLD-G .
ITE 1 4 ..
~

.
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U.S. needs more tech grads'

fl

•

. Get help with
Getting Ready for -t he CLAST

by Staff Report

Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The 1987 edition lncll,.ldes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST speclflcattons. You'll discover where
you need he-Ip and you'll get the help you need.
Ask for H at your bookstore.
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The CLAST... will you pass?

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.
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Register to vote in the upcoming elections .
• Every
voice ma_k es has the right to be heard.

More stud~nts need to major in engineering,
the National' Science Foundation warned last
month.
If they don't, the U.S. will lose its competitive
edge in science and engineering, NSF Director
Erich Bloch told a joint meeting ofthe American
Physical Society and American Association of
Physics Teachers.
Bloch said a greater percentage of students
need to be lured into science because there are
simply fewer young people in the population. If
they're not tempted into the field, there will be
a shortage of scientists in the nation, regardless
of how well funded s~ientific projects are.

ACTIONS
FRO.M PAGE 3
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son administrators, responding to a fall, 1987, fight between · a black and a white
student, on Feb. 9 unveiled a
$4. 7 mjllion, 3-year plan to
recruit more minority students, create a board to medi-

•

"Fewer young people increases the importance of attracting women and minorities to
science and engineering," Bloch said. The NSF
is the chief source of federal funding for fionmedical and nonmilitary research.
.
Ironically; as the numbers ofAmericans who
enter science and engineering decline, more
and more foreign students earn technical degrees. ~oreign students earn one-fifth of the
science doctorates, one-third of the ·mathematics doctorates and more than half of the engineering doctorates awarded in the United
States each year.
Although many stay in this country and
contribute to American scientific prowess and
the economy, that could change quickly. "It is
· bad policy to depend on a resource we cannot
control," Bloch said.

ate racial conflicts and hire
black faculty members. At
UMass-Amherst, Chancellor
Joseph Duffey quickly tried to
meet with the 125 students
occupying New Africa House
on the campus, but was turned
away by the students. Duffey
replied with a promise to start
new anti-racism·programs and
a reassurance he'd take no

reprisals against the occupiers
A Northampton, Mass., court
will decide Feb. 24 if there is
enough evidenc~ to charge six
men - five UMass students
and a non-student-with assault in connection with the
Feb. 7 incident in which the six
allegedly attacked two black
and one white student as they
left a party.

Old Fashioned I~e Cream Right in Your Neighborhood
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Cakes For All Occasions! 2 Days Notice Please.
$2.00 off regular price
I/I!
Alafaya Square Shopping Center
. Alafaya Woods Blvd. • Oviedo • 366-1085
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DON'T . MISS THE· OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!
Applications now available for 1988-1989 Team
I

.

MINIMUM
•

...•

APPLICATIONS
AVA ILAB .L E

REQUIREMENT-S
• 2.5 Overall G.P.A., 3.0
Graduate Students
• Availabl~ to wor.k during
the Summer Sem.ester, 1988
• Minimum of 24 Semester Hours completed by Spring
88 at UCF
• Good interpersonal skills -

Application
Deadline · March 25th,

•·Coµnselin.g & Testing
• Student Affairs
•Kiosk ·
• Student Center Main
Desk
.
•Main office of your ·
college

1988

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL COUNSELING & TESTING, X-2811
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-First Amendment,
hinderance to some
helpful to Others
In the past week, the First Amendment right of
Freedom of Press has been exte[).ded in a positive
way by one court case and threatened by an Arizona
college admµiistrator due to l:µlother. It was an usual
week.
For starters, the savior of the satirical cartoon
turned out to be Larry Flynt, the publisher ofHustler
magazine. Hardly the media's ideal hero, but nonetheless Flynt won a victm:y for newspapers from The
New York Times to The Central Florida Future.
At issue was an editorial cartoon that Flynt ran in
Hustler about evangelist Jerry Falwell. The cartoon
was a ph~>ny ad that depicted Falwell discussing an
incestuous encounter with his mother and his habit
of getting drunk before giving sermons. At the bottom
was a note that said the ad was "not to be taken
seriously."
Obviously, Falwell did, because he sued the pants
-off of Flynt, figuratively speaking. A federal appeals
court ruled that some parodies can be so outrageous
that they did not deserve legal protection. Translated, it meant a victory for Falwell, while media
people ·across the country held their collective
breaths.
But Chief Justice William Rehnquist led a unanimous court ih overturning the federal appeals court
ruling.News organizations praised the defense of the
First Amendment. · Thus, the satirical cartoon is
protected in its entirety. Artists like our own Scott
and The Orlando Sentinef s Dana Summers breathed
a sigh of relief.
Yet there's no time for collegiate First Amendment
watchers to.celebrate. They must instead tum their
collective eyes to Arizona, where· a previous court
ruling threatens the student newspaper at Pima
Community College.
If you saw the story in Thursday's issue of The
Central Florida Future, you know that Edward A .
Wagner, the· chairman of the Board of Governors of
PCC, has called for Pima administrators to put the
newspaper "back on the right track" due to what he
called "shoddy reporting."
What gives him the right to think he can edit.the
newspaper? It's the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision that allowed high school prjncipals to have more
control over what the student papers print. Although
the Supreme Court specifically said the ruling excluded college newspapers, many administrators in
universities across the nation may be thinking otherwise. Wagner took back his statement, saying he did
not mean to be the one that censored the school newspaper. Still, this situation, and similar ones, should
be watched. It won't be long before an administrator
somewhere tries to censor a college newspaper. A
court case resulting from such a situation could
cripple Freedom of Press on the college level if the
Supreme Court is put on the spot.
If any lesson is to be learned from the past week, it
is this: The fighters for First Amendment rights
cannot rest·on their laurels after a victory, because
new attacks are arriving every day.

-~he Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (305) Z75-2601, News Office (305) Z75-286S
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How an editor is elected h9re
The Future went about its process of electing an
editor last Wednesday. Since this is a student newspaper Oast time I checked), and -most ofyou who read
this are students, you deserve to know how this
confused process works. That's why I'm here.
Five people applied for the editor in chief position.
Three of them were staff members, and two were
"from the outside." You must understand something
about your student newspaper. To great extents, it is
a clique, one that is hard.to break into. So the two
from the outside had a disadvantage going in. They
recognized this, and handled it well during their
speeches.
All five gave speeches lasting 10 minutes or more.
All had the opportunity to answer questions for a five- ·
minute period. All five were impressive during their
speeches. After this, the candidates left the room, and
the rest of the voters, all members of the Future staff,
talked over the candidates. This helped to save some
candidates and sink others.
Finally, the Future staffv'oted, and then we got our
new editor in chief. Right?
Wrong.
If one candidate has 50 percent of the vote, ,they
win the election. But they aren't told about it. In the
supposed interest of fair play, the results are kept
from the staff because the Board of Publications, our
supposedly wise governing body, wants all candidates to stay in the race. ·
What ruce, you ask? Isn't it over? Not exactly. The
decision of the staff is not.tile final decision. So unless
the staff gets together on the~r own, they aren't even
sure who they voted in as their next boss.
It gets worse. You see, the staff vote equals only
two of the nine votes on the BOP. The BOP is made up
the editor in chief and the business manager of the
Future, as w~ll as a number of people in the university. These include two students not affiliated with

ltlllllfllt·
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the Future, a journalism professor and a caree service person, among others.
The candidates Will face the BOP tomorrow and
give speeches, much like they did in front of the staff.
Then the BOP wiP. discuss the candidates, like the .
Future staff. Then they'll vote, with the votes of the
editor in chief and the business manag·er, having
been decided by the earlier staff vote.
An analogy, if one can be made, would be found in
this election year. It's as if on Nov. 8, we vote for the
President of the United States. However, the results
aren' eleased on Nov. 8. Rather, it isn't until the
Electoral College meets that we find out who the
president is. Not even the candidates know.
Furthermore, all of those people voting across the
nation are only making up 22 percent ofthe total vote.
When the electoral college meets, only 22 percent
have to agree with the people's vote. The other 78
percent could vpte for Al Haig to be president if they
wanted to. Kind of a screwy system, eh? The BOP wants to
make sure we don't pick any radical person from the
staff, so they keep their -measures of control on
us.They decide who will be editor in chief. It can be
different from the staff vote. It's happened before.
This is just to point out that it's not always the
student's choice on. a student newspaper. I'm sure by
now you can figure out, how I stand on this system.
- In any case, I wish the new editor good luck, and I
hope he can work to change a sadly outdated election
system.
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Editor in Chief
Donald Wittekind
Managing Editor
Copy Editor
News Editors
Sports Editor
Confettt Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor .
Special Seettons Editor
Productton Manag_er
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Ad Productton Manager
Classlfted Ad Manager
SUbscrtpttons Manager

Kathy Johnson
Tim Ball • .ANDY A BLEEDING HEART
tion, and s~pported it with facts.
Jeannene Burnham
. Your article, on the other hand,
Keith Porter . Editor:
· was filled with petty emotionalism
Scott Wallin
and useless sentimentality. Mr.
Logan Belle
After
reading
Andy Brown states, "The job of governLeslle Jorgensen Campanaro's rebuttal to Mr.
ment is not to protect man (rom
Angle Hyde
B'rown's reply to Campanaro's himself, but to regulate his inter· Chris Richcreek
article on the Florida Lottery, I action with others." You said that
Michael G. Hoban
Paul Stephenson
Jan Hemp

Jim Donato
Mike McColllster ·
Kelly Darcangelo ·

Opinions expressed in Tiie CenJrol FloridaFllbttrc 0/9 those of the editor or writer and not
necessarily those of the Board of Publications. Unlll&fSlty Admlnls1ratton. or Board of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature.
major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing and become the COP'frighted property of the newspaper. T1tc CclllralFloridaF111JUc Isa free. non-proflt. 1wlce
weekt,t newspaper published during the academic year.

have come to the conclusion that
Andy's column does have its uses.
But don't brag yet, because
referring to its usefulness as birdcage carpeting. I feel the same way
as my parakeet does about it- it's
good for only one thing.
Mr. Brown's reply was hardly
"mud~led." He started his posi-

I'm

this statement is redundant, but
you had no other reply except to
use that (in)famous journalist's
trick ofbeingvague in order to hide
what really occurred.
You wrote a very weak, meap.ingless article that did nothing but
express your bleeding-heart ideas.
Mr. Brown wrote a strong reply

that exposed you for what you are: -' •
a journalist who plays on the
emotions of readers instead of
•
writing the facts.
Your statement "I can dig
where you're coming. from" was
neither appreciated nor sincere, •
since you disagreed with Mr.
Brown. You should have the "cajones" to admit when you are •
wrong, or defend yourself with
something other than platitudes. ·

Wesley White
History Department •
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CAMPUS LITE

by Scott
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Dieting? .Here are some hints:
• Muscle is the body's furnace for burning calories, so the greater your
lean body mass, the easier it is to stay trim.
• All exces~ (unb_umed) calories are stored in your body as ~at.
• Try combmations for -a high-protein, low-fat meal such as rice and
beans, a peanut butter sandwich, or spaghetti and cheese .
• Lood for "Liqu.id" as the fir~t ingredient in margarine (indicates
low fat).
• Gradually exchange your present diet with the«)ne you'd like to do.
For example, start with 3/4 whole milk - 1/4 nonfat, then 1/2 - 1/2, and
so on.
• Any Questions? Feel free to -stop by.

• DID YOU KNOW that over 1/3 of
all cancer is caused·by improper diet?
Help yourself fight the "Killer Food
Syndrome~'· with re~ipes ,a nd info from
the American Cancer Society's "Good
Book Of Nutrition," available at Publix.
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STUDENT
©

THE CHAMP
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH ASSESMENT
AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Find out your strength, flexibility,
aerobic capacity and% of body fat on the
way to a healthier you! Free to all Health
Fee paying UCF students.

WELLNESS

. ADVOCATE

TEAM

WHO ARE WE?
Aclub of diverse, energetic students with a keen interest in our campus
population·~ well-being.
WHAT DO WE DO?
.
Hold weekly meetings and presentations, organize student enrichment
, activities, biathlons, Wellness Expos and fund raisers for national health
associations, attend conferences across the.country and much more.
INTERESTED?
Stop by the Health Resource Center (across from the Student Health
Center) or call 281·5841 . Our meetings· are on Tuesdays at ~on and
are open~ all students; take the challenge and come joinS.W.A.T.11

by DARIN BROWN

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

2 .8 1- 5 8 41
• The SEX O'Clock News
March 8th, 7-9 P.M.
At The Wild Pizza
DON'T MISS IT!

., I
Warts are caused by a virus and should be
treated while they are small in order to
obtain the fastest result.
.
The most common methcxl inv~lves the
application of Liquid Nitrogen to freeze and
destroy the tissue.
Other meth~s involve the application of
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Kappa Dela
Happy Leap Yeareveryonel Getreodyfor
March KD's cause we will definitely be the
ones to watch but 1hen again we always
arel Sel your Shamrock tickets It's gonna

Masierbedroom of2bdm/2bth W+D200+
l /2 no lease. Call M-TH daytime 281-5035,
ask for Brent.

79 Ford Mustang GT 5.0, silver O black, 4
speed. a/c, llmlted edition must sell $2800
obo call 277-0607.

Home to share 10 miles UCF Deer Ru'l 250
plus 1/2 utilities Jacuz:zl 699-551

1981 Ford Granada-Tan 4 door a/c excellent condlflon an/fm cassette stereo
tires In good condition. $2900 obo call
Denise 275-4415.

o.

beasmoshl

Della Tau Dela
Am. Diabetes fundralser was a great suc·
cess. thanks to aH who participated. The
house Is definitely new. we're all excited.
Happy 8-Day Rae Am. Looking forward to
~DeltWeek.

5 Bdrm. House to share with other college
students. All uttHtles + phone lncllded.
Pool. washer/d~. 5 ml from UCF. No
smokers. 275/month. Contact Mrs. Fryer at
339-5104 or 647-2525.

Corolla SR5 84 5speed, sunroof. aircondltloned, high performance 275-4237 3.200
obo and take over payments.

Wanted - Pen Pal for prisoner In Brevard
Correctional Institution. Plays guitar and Is
Interested In history · of trains. Would
greatly appreciate anyone taking time
out to write. If Interested contact Sharon In
evenings. 1-957-3172.

Reasonable and fast typing service call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.
WORDPROCESSING - $2.00 per double
spaced pg.; $3.00 per single spaced pg.
Call Donna. 647-0600.
ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counseDlng.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organtzatlon

Pl Kappa Alpha
~ Big Blg Social with AMI

ABORTION SERVICES

zrA l»E at No

LocalorlVSedatlon. EarlyPregnancyTf' •t.
Morning-after treatment. Confldenf.' . f •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center "22·0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

Name. Dress appropriately. Congrats to
Tom and Jeff for leading Pike I and a great
season. Great time at founders. Pledge
Pub Friday. Carl Brown Day Friday. Yeh

Haw.
Alpha Tau Omega
A Special thanks to all our little slsteis for an
OUTRAGEOUS week. We love you tool
Pledges - make sure you get your study
hours done this week. Well done soccer
teams.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
So how bout them Dee Gees In PJ'sl Hope
no one forget to safe1y pin their boxes;
wouldn't want to scare anyone away
now should we. Good happy hour last Fri.
Let's do It again!
Delta Gamma
Hey Sig Epsl Thanks for a fun soclall 11
D.G.'s: Start getting psyched for' Greek
Weeki Happy Birthday, Beth! Hannah
loves you and so do well

Sigma Chi
Italian wedding wuz da best. Thanks to all
the brides canoe trip was wet and wild.
Get psyched for Greek Weeki Go for the
gold, but don't forget about aluminum.
Happy Doug?
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Outstanding Social last weekend AMI
Mt. & DC Great fund raising weekend
Tekes I Get ready associates for 3-Fires
Weekend this Fri. & Sat. March 4&5. Prac·
tlce games guys!

UCF Alkldo Club
Alkldo meets 7:00 M,W,F Sat 9:00 a.m. and
Sun l ·p.m. Learn compassion and have
fun doing ltwhlle learning the most sophisticated self defense. Call 327-3524. 6791583, or 657-5155.
Baptlll Campus Ministries
Tired of the same old 'stuW??? Try something diffeient - ·Knight Ute• on Thursday
at 6:3o In the SOL.
College Democrats
Calling all Democrats! AU Interested students are Invited to the next meeting of
college Democrats - 5:00. today, 3/1. In
SC 214 call Jenifer at 275-4414 for Info.

Sheiwood Forest Duplex Available on
March l 2bed/2bath for $475/mo Trees
washer/dryer. fans, all appliances 6or10
month lease or call Fred at295-6717 (nlte)
or 645-3339 (day) calll

Oviedo. Spacious 2 Bdrm 2 bath. garage,
500 WATSON REALTY 629-6643.
Avallable, beautiful 1 bd-1 bth & 2bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apfs.
Call 282-5657 for lnformatl9n.

BOXERSll Made to Order
We will personalize. Use as gifts for any
occasion. sports, greek. & holidays.
$8.00 for one or $14.00 for two. Call Hlede
at x4871 or come by at 255 Volusia Hall

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-80~87-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
Garage sale; chairs, desks, ck rm equip.
Camera. etc. 365-4480.
Commodore.. 64, Disk Drive, monitor,
printer, 25 games and spreadsheet. word
writer and data base program $350 call
249-2165.
LMng room set-sofa. recliner. chair w/
ottoman. 2 tal;iles - fantastic buy at $200:
365-6812 after 5.
Free puppy to good home. Part Lab and
part Doberman, all brown. 4 mos female.
Great with chUdren coll Dave after 6 p.m.
291-7739.
HYDE PARK -Winter Park lakefrontl Better
than new 3bdrm. 2 bath home shows llke
a model. Everything Is top of the line.
Lovely ski lake! Buy now for only $134,9001
FANNIE HILLMAN +ASSOC.
644-1234
Oviedo terrace this ls itl Fabulous 3 bdrm 2
bath home has everything. Lovely treed
lot-great locatlon secluded family neigh-

borhood $89.900
The UCF Biology Club Invites YOU to a
PICNIC at Lake Claire, Friday, March 4
starting at 4:00 p.m. FOOD FOR ALL lncludlng BBQ beast. legumes, and much
more. CANOEING and volleyball for the
active 1ypes. mudwrestllng for the intellectuals. DON'T MISS ITI

Florida Choice Food and Drug wUI soon be
opening two new stores In the Orlando
area. Positions are available In the following depts. Grocery. produce, floral. meat.
sea food. bakery, dell, salad bar. non
food. liquor. cashiers and sackers. Excellent benefits for full and part time, which
Include company paid retirement. family
Insurance coverage. outstanding vacations, competitive salaries. excellent advancement opportunities. Apply in person at Job Service of Florida:
Casselberry - 243 Live Oak Blvd.
Orlando - 3421 Lawton Road
Winter park - 2221 Lee Road
Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Florida Choice food and Drug. your first
choice employer. An equal opportuniiy
employer

FEDERAL, STATE

a

CIVIL SERVICE jo0s
$19,646.to $69,891/year, now-hiring! Call
Job Line 1-518-459-3611 ExtF3364B for info.
24HR.
Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307.
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636.
*VECTOR CORP *
Ffr & Pfr positions hours flexible 9. 25 to start
17 yrs & up no exp\ req all majors considered fully accredited student work program since 1901 applications taken In
person only l Oam to 2 pm Vector Corp.
1320 N. Semoran Ste 108 3 blks North of
Hwy50.
Students needed to work on Orlando In·
ternatlonal Airport Survey. Part time employment. 15-30 hours per week (including weekends) form March 24 thru April 6.
Duties Include Interviewing departing
passengers and vehicle counts at various
locations around airport. A neat appear·
once Is required. Foreign language fluencya plus. Salary: $4.50 - $5.00 per hour.
For more Information call Dr. Harold Klee
(office: 275-2270, home: 678-0767) or
come to Room 251 In CEBA.

~

GIRLS SOCCER
DUPLEX - 4 b/4 b. 2200 sp ft. Khayyam.
Walk to doss. Put patios. Always rented.
Great Investment. Unique. $1Cl9.900.
Owner/876-3908.

Scholarships/Grants for college are avail·
able. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-1221 ext0627.

Seminole Soccer club needs girls for under-19 team. If born In 1969 or later call
273-6629.
Ask for Wayne or Pete.

Professional. prompt 1yplng. Disk storage.
Best prices around. Ask about
specbl - Marla 27~95.

resume

Term Pape11, PIUsl
Fast accurate 1yplng: term papers. letters,
labels, etc. at good rates I Discounts available. Call any day ll'ltil 9 p.m. Two miles
from UCF. 657-3502.

Reward-Colonial-Golden Rod Rd. area
white English Setter w I Red spots Please
call 380-1646 or 678-5926.

Learn to fly-with the pros. SPECIAL DISCOUNT for UCF students: Call Mark at
Professional Aero 896-8944.

Found-Gold necklace with beads-call
277-2665 to describe and pick up.

AA
Alcoholics Anonymous meets weekly
Thursdays l :00 p.m. Call 281-5841 ACOA
meets Wednesdays 3:00 p.m.

CASH REWARD for Info Which leads to
return of bike and arrest of thief! BIKE:
Aqua.onespeed,crulserstyle.Nlshlld. Call
277-621 l.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

Need help with MATH. ENGLISH. CL.AST?
Call Student Academic Resource Center
281-5130 or stop by PC 1-102.
Hours: 9-5 M.WJ 9-8 T,R-

FREE TUTORING
Quick professional service free revisions
UCF' s oldest 1yping firm same day and
weekend .1 service VISA-MASTERCARD.
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches
671-3007
PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mlle from UCF Campus•

SWM - 5'8• seeks petite, brown-eyed
All iypes of student documents. ~meday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9«1.J
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 65H1J79
Professional Word Processing

female. Must love Bassett Hounds, The
Beatles and Hondas. Must appreciate
money for I have loads of it. Quick response appreciated.
LH003

SWF seeks energetic, vibrant. healthy
male who appreciates an Independent
woman. Must be 20-28 yrs old. under 6 '5 ••
and have a love for salllng and other
water sports.

LHOOl

* Student Discount *
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-f!Z27
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4

SWF enjoys flowers and jewelry would llke
to meet good looking man with some
Intelligence and no ego problem. Send a
photo and letter.
LH002

RtsUMts/TYPESEmNG
Professional Lasertypesettlng. many
1ypes of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer. S10. Call 658-1163.
Top.Quality · word processing: exP9rlenced. editing. rellable. 366-0538.

FANNIE HILLMAN +ASSOC.
644-1234

PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses, manuscripts, papers. etc. Experience ih math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Troll.Call 658-2067.

Dear Doctor.
I have climbed atop spaceball the the
Treadmill. looking across the Universe of
Energy Crlsrs and I have seen that there
are only 11 days left until your 722nd Birthday

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.
TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked,
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.

PLACE A LONELY •

How TO

AD

Just stop by The Central Florido Future business office and fill out
a classified form and pay the standard classified rate. On this
form, you need to describe yourself and what type of person you
would like to meet. Your name. address, and phone number will
not be printed in the paper but a Lonely • number will. This
numper will be the only link between you and the ad.

ASSURANCE OF PRIVACY FOR LONELY •

ADS

The Central Florido Future will not publish names, phor)_e
numbers, and addresses in Lonely• ads. nor will we give it out
to anyone requesting the same. We will assign a Lonely• code
number to your ad and forward your replies. You decide
whether to let the correspondents know who you are.

RESPOND

to

•

Miss Liiy
Watson.
Thank you for stlcldng with me.
Sherlock

..

Nifty New Lonely •'s Sectionl
How ro

•

A LONELY •

AD

Write a personal letter of reply to each advertiser that you wish
to contact. Be sure to let the advertiser know how to get in touch
with you. Place it in a sealed stamped envelope with the Lonely
• number in the lower left comer. Either send or drop off your
reply(s) to The Central Florido FUture business office plus Sl .00
per relpy for handling· fees. Without the handling fee(s) or
stamp(s), the reply will not be forwarded and the classified
manager reserves the right to read the letter for some
excitement.

•
•

•

.
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Hey, UCF intramural athletes, you can get a teain together and compete in the National Sports Festival held at
Daytona Beach over spring
break.
·
Offering competition -in 20
• sporj;s, the National College
Sports Festival is predicting
close to 15,000 college students from 750 schools who
will participate in '88.
For information, call Gerry
Nolan at 1-904-253-9525. A
,. team that wins may earn a free
trip back.to Daytona for the finals to be televised on ESPN in

Last year, the Festival
brought back more than 400
students, all expenses paid, to
Daytona Beach. This event,
which drew national publicity,
was covered by ESPN onThanksgiving Day.
The festival is designed for ,
the intramural collge student,
offering him Qr her the Walter
Mitty fantasy of wearing the
school's colors and playing
against the school's arch rival.
Any non-varsity, non-scholarship, full-time student is eligible to play.
. The festival is in many ways
similar to the Olympics, relying heavily upon corporate
dollars to stage a successful
event.

•Royals Family Night.
The Polk County Welcome
Kansas City Royals Committe
extends an invitation to the
public to join in welconiing the
1985 World Champion Kansas
City Royals to BoardWalk and
Baseball at the .first annual
"Family night with the Royals."
Guests will mingle with the
players, get autographs, have
a chance at winning door
·p rizes and enjoy a delicious
barbecue dinner March 10
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. The event
begins directly after the 1 :30
p.m. Royals vs. Blue Jays
game at Baseball City Stadimn. Dinn~r will be served at

11

5 p.m. with a short program to schools consisting of six playintroduce the players at 6 p.m. ers each (three men and three
and continuos country/west- -women) will compete for more
ern music. A cash bar will be ·than $11, 000 in cash ahd
prizes.
available.
Over the past few years
Tickets are $20 per person
for park admission and the Palm Springs has developed a
barbecue and $15 per person reputation as the "in" spot for
for the barbecue only. Tickets collegiate vacationers. The
. may be pur:chased at the Foot ·Locker CoEd Classic will
Haines City Chamber of Com- supply a welcome source · of
merce (813) 422-3751 and all entertainment to thousands of
Haines City Barnett Bank students from surrounding
branch offices. Tickets are states flocking to the resort
available through March 4.
area for a week offun and _sun.
· Game tickets may be purThe event is being held at
chased at all Select-A-Seat the Oasis Water Resort in
outlets or through the Board- Palm Springs. The Oasis has a
walk and Baseball ticket office large outdoor terraced volleyby phone (813) 424-2424 or ball dstadium which holds
(305) 648-5151.
more than 4,000 people.
ESPN will provide event
• College Volleyball Series coverage on a tape-delayed
The Foot Locker CoEd Clas- basis. Matches will be held
sic, a first-time collegiate vol- daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
leyball event is being held
Interested teams should
March 25-27 in Palm Springs, contact Sunset Productions at
California. Teams from 32 (213) 461-.6020.

•

••

II

WE'D LIKE TO
REMIND YOU
THAT THE
UNCENSORED
CONTENT ·O F
THIS
NEWSPAPER
IS MADE
POSSIBLE BY
· THE
CONSTITUTION
OF THE
UNITED
STATES,

·THE
CONSTITUTION
· THE WORDS WE
LIVE BY

,
~~s!~.~~~J?;
50

about heading to the slopes, the beach or just home for a
__..._ _ _ visit, Greyhound can take you there. The mo~t you'll
ever pay is $44. 50 each way based on round-trip purchase. And shorter
trips are even less.
So take a Spring Break trip that won't break you. On Greyhound.

GO GREYHOUND

Each way based on round-trip purchase.

®:And leave the driving to us=

Greyhound• 300 W. Amelia St. • 843-0344
Must present a valid college student LD. card ull<?n purchase. No other dis.c ounts apply. Tickets are ~ontransferabl~ a~d good for travel on Greyhound.Lines, Inc.,
and other participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2/1188-6/15/88. Offer hmned _Not vahd m Canada. © 1988 Greyhound Lmes, Inc.

. To learn µiore
about the
Constitution
write:
Constitution,
Washington,
D.C. 20599.

'.
I •

.·The
Commision on
the '
Bicentennial of
the ·U.S.
Constitution.
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SUPPORT
end. It was 5-4 in the third, and
I
was
serving.
All
I
had
to
do
.FROM PA<;'E 15
was get my serves in. I should
have made sure I got my first
tempers are naturally gojng to serve in by taking a little bit off
flare," DeFr.anco added. of it by not hitting it as hard
"Things did not get out ofhand, and putting a little more spin
and I will not let them do so." on it. That's a little more high
FIT' s team won that match, 6- percentage. He attacked. my
3, 4-6, 6-4.
second serve which was weak.
So the team of Perez and My selection of serve wasn't
We can make a world
Sean Imhoff claimed UCF a there."
· · · of_ difference.
victory by winning their
Menozzi, UCF's No. 2
player, lost his match against~· ·-·--·-··-'-------~
match, 7-6, (7-5), 6-2.
Curry, UCF's No. 1 player; FIU after straining a muscle in
won two of three matches, los- his back in the third set. Coning the one to Allen Manusoff sequently, UCF's unbeaten ·
ofFIU, 6-7 (7-4), 6-4, 7-5. In the doubles team of Curry and
. final set, Curry was two serves Menozzi were not able to play
away from winning the match together against FIU, and
against an opponent who Gqrry lost, .teaming up with
screamed a few times and Jackson. Curry and Menozzi
- threw his racket.
· won their doubles and singles
"If we would have been in a matches the next two days
tournament, he definitely . _against FAU and FIT.
would have been thrown out,"
UCF will be at home tomorCurry said. "But I like playing row at 2:30 p.m. against Florpeople like that.
ida A&M. Then, the Knights
"But I think I should have host Jacksonville Thursday at
been undefeated this week- noon.

TENNIS

The
National
. Urban
League

OPEN EARLY
~OPEN LATE
Kinko's business day starts early and ends
late, so we're here when you need us most!

. Great_c.opies. Great people.
.1 2223 University Blvd.
127 w. Fairbanks
(corner University & Alafay1 TralJ)
At Park Ave.

. 6~8-951·8

628-5255

ANEW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Is Being Organized
to serve
EAST ORANGE COUNTY!!
SERVICES BEGIN
10:00 a.m. MARCH 13

MAKE SURE·
\l~~~ - vo·u,VOTE!!

Temporary Location
15222 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE.
(In Bunker Hill Center 2 1/2 miles East
of Alafaya Trail on State Road 50)

SUPER TUESDAY
.- MARCH 81 l 988

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 568-3111or3-80-0951

-w-

x

Dr. Rod Pinder, Jr.
Orga~izing Pastor

PRESBYTERIAN

THE20THSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
February 23, 1988

15th Session

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
20..JO Funding for Blcycle Club: This blll allocates $6.000 to cover operational expenses
for the Blcycle Club (Bogolea. referred
OAF)
20-34 Funding Scholarships for Florlda Review Writer's.Contest: This bill allocates SSOP for
two categories (Wendrzyk.tabled)
20-38 Funding for the Black student Union: This blll allocates $7139:00 for the further
operations of BSU (Joseph, assigned to OAF)

CONFIRMATIONS
The Senate voted to confirm the following people to Student Govern~
ment positions:

to

Ted Price
Buslnes5 #8 26-Y. 1-N
Pat Fletcher
Election Commissioner 27-Y, 0-N
Robert Bliss
Chief Election Comm 26-Y. 1-N

RESOLUTIONS
20-19 Regareing Handicapped Parldng Spaces (referred to SPR)
20-18 Regarding Improved Lighting for Library (assigned to SPR)
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
20-24 Funding for Pl Sigma Epsilon: This bill allocates $1080 for a National Conference
(Kallcak. passed 25-Y. 6-N, 1-PR)
.
20-37 Revising statutes 400.5 and 504.2: This bill revises the procedure of swearing In
officers (WR. passed 32-Y)
·
20-39 Addendum Budget for Daytona Area Campus (Wendrzyk. passed 32-Y)

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to ottend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuessdays. @4:00 In the University
Dining Room.

RESOLUTIONS
20-16 Regarding the Five Year Plan and Parking Spaces for the UCF Campus (Pohlers/
Porter. 32-Y)
-

STUDENTS

•• Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized untll the full Senate votes.

C&OFUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover registration -fees.
Either way, stop by the student Government Offices, SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or Travel Funds. Request Form.

SENATE COMMITTEES

OAF
C&O
WR
SPR
EA

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any legislation.
please contact JJ ·Mandato or
Dash Wendrzyk at x2191 or In SC
151.

review and amend all Legislation l;>efore it Is brought for-a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of tne committee meetings:

Organizations, ApproprlaHons and Flnan~e: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
·
Mondays@ 5:00 pm. In the Senate Work Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office SUpplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Mondays @ 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln ·to change ·t he Constitution. statutes or Rules .and
Procedures.
·
Thursdays o 5:00 p.m.ln the Student Work Room
Services arid Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with student Govem.m ent
Services. as well as Local. state. and National issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Thursdays@ 4:30 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election Statutes.
Thursdays @ 3:30 a.m. In the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

.

CHUB.CB (USA)

<l'<:f"O"<:tr--0,..... N C') C') C') C')

t;~~~~~~g

ARTS & SCIENCES. ..... a:: co ca co co co u:::
John Porter
P Y Y R T Y· Y P
P Y N E A Y Y P
'Kim DeVogel
P Y Y F B Y Y P
Jim Worrall
Bob Truett
P Y Y E L Y Y P
Dave Martinson A R E : - A
Diana Matty.
P Y
R D - -· A
Thomas Joseph
P 'Y Y E
Y Y P
Scott. Jenkins
P Y - D F - - A
Scott Bowen
P Y Y
0 Y YP
Luis Rodriguez
P Y Y B R Y Y P
Suzanne Loflin
L Y Y A
Y Y P
BUSINESS
0
Jeff Raln~s
A - - K N - - A
L Y N
EY Y P
Mark Harris
Steve Bogolea
P Y Y T
Y Y P
Matt Kallcak
P Y Y 0 W Y Y P
Kim Mentlnk
P Y PR
E Y Y P
John Hughes
P Y Y C E Y. Y P
Chris Toutiklan
P Y Y ·O K Y Y P
Ted Price
- Y Y M
Y Y P
Sean Greene
P Y Y M
- - A
EDUCATION
I
Fred Schmidt
P Y Y T
. Kristen Luginbuhl P Y Y T
OPEN SEAT
E
y y p
Diane Kearney
P Y Y E
y y p
Scott Rausch
P Y Y

•

ENGINEERING

y y p
Bryan Martinez
P Y Y
OPEN SEAT
RT
Peter Partlow
L Y Y E A Y Y P
KenyClcora
PYYFBYYP
Keith White
P Y- Y E L Y Y P
Jim Robinson
P Y N R E Y Y P
Jon Pohlers
P Y N R D Y Y P
.
E
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro P Y Y D F Y Y P
Sylvia Kelley .
A .- 0 - - A
LIBERA.L STUDIES
TR
Jennifer O'Katy
PYNO
YYP
Brad Griffith
PYN
OYYP
AT-LARGE
CN
Dash Wendrzyk
PYYOEYYP
BREVARD
M
OPEN SEAT
MW
DAYTONA
I E
Bob Shafer
·L Y Y T E Y Y P
SOUTH ORLANDO
T K
y y p
Michelle Romard P y y E
'A -Absent

P-Present

L-late

.

E-Excused

•

.
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Buc-kl.e Up
F/6rida,_ff'$ The Law!
"Mohl says the ·
house just istit the

35mm

same without me,
even though its
a lot cleaner.''

~®0®If

Prints·

and Slides
from ·the
same roll .·

,.

-----

_Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone~

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35inm
camera. Now you can use the same
film-with the same microfine
grain and rich color saturation - _
Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots.-You can capture
_special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light- at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FihnWorks
· lets you choos·e prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this rem~rkable film today!

-- ----- -- -....--0 t986SFW

: fREE Introductory Offer : :
I 0 RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
I
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including
Eastman 5247® and 5294~ Enclosed
:
I
is $2 for postage and handling.
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
1

I
· .
:
I
I

I NAME ·
I

I

-1 ADDRESS

I

I

I

I CITY

I STATE

ATs.T

The right choice.

1
I

1
ZIP

: Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks CODE
I
500 3rd Ave. W.
I
P. 0. Box 34056
I
Seattle, WA 98124
I K1,Jn~ . 5247 .mJ ~294 .m~ u;iJ~mnrks nl E.1stm;1n Ktltfo~ Co. Se:mlt

l
:
I
I
I
I

._:u:::.;: i;.;h: \:1.1_:.r~ t:Sm:_u~u~ r=~:;:c~r!ml

L •
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- · FIT· knocks bruise
men's b-ba11 -team
by Michael Marini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's basketball
team suffered its 18th loss of
the season in a hard-fought
pattle against · Florida Institute of Technology 98-83 Saturday night in the UCF Gym,
nasium.
"lt was an uphill battle all
night and we couldn't get over
the hump," said UCF assistant
coach Tab Baldwin.
Head coach Phil Carter
was ill with the flu and missed
the game. UCF shot well in the
first half but was plagued by
early turnovers and foul
trouble.
After trailing 19-6 only
seven minutes into the game,
the Knights started to hit from
inside· and out. Freshman
guard Marty Collier and senior guard Chris Wall en each
hit two 3-pointers in the first
half to help pull within one
point at ha1ftime 46-45.
Fueled by a full-court
press, the Knights forced several Panther turnovers early
in the second half and were
able to · convert them into
points.
.
Junior forward Pat Crocklin, who had two early fouls
and sat out most of the first
half, scoreEI two straight bas-

Mary is _the '!ictim of
an ep1dem1c. • •·•

The great·es.t crippler and killer in the n~tion -

. kets to again pull the _Kniglits
within one at 52-51.
A 3-pointer by Wallen, as
w~ll as a spectacular alleyoop
dunk by senior Bryant
Woodford from Wallen helped
to tie the score at 62.
The score was,again tied at
64, bU:t from there the Panthers could do no wrong.
FIT scored three straight 3pointers off ofinbolinds plays
to build a six point lead. The
Panthers then went on to
outscore the Knights 34-19 in
the last eight minutes of tlie
game.
· Turnovers hurt the
Knights down the stretch.
Woodford said "we tried to
force it inside and they ( the
defense) were -collapsing too
much, causing turnover~.
·..They hit a couple of.3-pointers
and we didn't score, and they
just started pulling away."
Astley Smith scored' 23
points to lead the Panthers, ..
with Ron Harris pulling down
11 rebounds.
Marty Collier led all UCF
scorers with 17 points.
The Knights (8-18) play
their final home game of the
se-ason tomorrow night
against Armstrong State College at 7:30 and then take to
the road to play their last game
.oftheseasonSaturdayagainst MMMI
the Miami Hurricanes.

~ .

·.. _.,.;

·
·

.
'.

.Presents
Club Coca Cola
•
Club Coca Cola
th~ world's greate$t touring dance club
·featuring:
A 10,000 square foot dance floor
A multi-million dollar production
.
25,000 watts of surround concert sound
two 300 square foot video screens capturing the latest video hits
.
Six enormous s.c reens surrounding Club Coca Cola
Magical 60-foot-long black light passageway thQt flows to the core of the
Club Coca Cola VIP lounge which includes ample seating with
dozens of 19-inch television monitors
.A Hollywood search light shining miles into the sky
The hottest dance tracks and videos mixed by
one of New York's hottest DJs from the Palladium
Hundreds of feet of light
· Plus .f og, fog, fog
and internation.a l superstar Max Headroo"'!

COME OUT AND PARTY
FOR THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS!!
PAC is funded through ~e Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Gov~ent of the University of Central Florida.

,

SCA

~

Wednesday
.March·9
8:00 p.m .
Admi"ssion $5

Tickets available
at the KIOSK.
Proceeds benefit
Special Olympics

•

..
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Tennis team defeats FIT to boost
record to 3-2; Defranco pleased ·
make oUI' lineup. I do and I know who should be
playing where, and I play them according to the way
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
they perform in the meets and in the (intra-squad)
challenge matches.
The first five singles matches were done, and the
"Jose (Perez) hadjust come back to the team after
players sat on the bleachers watching Jose Perez sitting out for a week, and I felt jt was best for him to
playing the No. 6 spot for the host UCF tennis team play No. 6. I moved him down not as a penalty, but
on a sunny Saturday afternoon.
because I thought it was necessary for him to to win
Perez won his match against Randy Christian 6- some matches to build up confidence." .
2, 6-4, to tie the Knights' dual meet against Florida
Besides Perez, FIT also had complaints about
Institute of Technology at 3-3.
UCF's No. l doubles team of Pat Curry and Alberico
From there, UCF took two of the three doubles Menozzi, who wori 6-4; 7-5.
matches from FIT (8-4), thus earning the Knights an
"A hook is when we hit it in and they call it out
·above .500 record of 3-2.
(players call the matches themselves)," said Darren
"It's good to have a winning record," said UCF Thomas, who played on FIT's No. 1 team. "They ·
Coach Mike DeFranco, who said he would have made hooked us about 15 times. It's trendy for this team to
his team practice for three hours after the meet if it hook on crucial points."
.
had lost.
·
Thomas was involved in two disputed calls late in
"It's good to pull out a close match like that. It the second set, particularly with Menozzi, who is
shows me something about the character of the team from Rome, Italy. "Certain people think that i( the
when they play in a close pressure situation and are ball is close then it will be in," Menozzi said, with an
able to come out successful."
Italian accent. "Until the rule states a real close call
DeFranco said Perez's win was the pivotal match is in, I'll keep calling them out when they're out.
of the mer t.
·
"I can recalljust as many calls when his calls were
"I wa8 just trying to play my game," Perez said. "I questionable. One time, Pat (Curry) served the ball in
was trying not to worry about the team score."
and Darren called the shot out, and his doubles
UCF added another win on Friday over Florida partner (Stefan Beskon) changed his call. So that
Atlantic 8-1, but dropped an 8-1 decision to Florida tells you what he was like."
International.
Another squabble occurred in the doubles match
Perez had played No. 2 at the start of the season. between UCF's No. 3 team of Ken Jackson and Mark ·
-However, he missed a week of play when DeFranco Sutton and FIT's Juan Soto and James Coreano.
suspended him for walking_out of a practice. When
The teams threatened to fight each other over
Perez returned, DeFranco moved him lower in the disputed calls. After one ofthe calls that ended a close
lineup.
game, blond-headed Jackson growled at the oppoPerez lost playing No. 4 against FIU and was the nent that made the call as he switched sides.
only Knight who lost against FAU, playing No. 5. So
After that, the two coaches walked onto the court
DeFranco lowered him-to the sixth spot ag~inst FIT. to officiate the match. "They were making too much
FIT coach Mike Dickin$ com-plained that Perez noise and questioning each other's calls, so Mike
should have been playing No. 2 or 3 and accused· (DeFranco) and I decided to calm them down," DickDeFranco of stacking his lineup by putting a better ins said.
Norman Moody/CENTIW. FLORIDA FUTURE
player against his No. 6.
"When you put young men in a pressure situation, The men's tennis team has won two of Its lostthree
"I think he should worry about his own lineup and
matches. Pictured here for the Knights Is Mark_Sutnot worry about ours," DeFranco sajd. "He doesn't
SEE TENNIS PAGE 12 ton.
by Scott Broden

•

•

•

•
•

ARI YOU 800D .
WITH Ul•ALS!

We are seeking the select few highcaliber individuals who are as bullish on
their future as we are on ours .
We're investment bankers/brokers with
an enviable record of underwriting growthoriented investment opportunities. With
our tenth branch office now open, we are
loo~ng forward to even more growth and
continued success.
If you love a challenge, thrive on success, and are interested in beginning or advancing your career in investment
sales ...attend eur on-campus seminar.
Wednesday, March2ndat3:00 P.M. in the .
Health &Physics Building, Room 305. For
more information, contact Bob Setteducati
at 648-2323.

..

r-------------------,
SAVE 20% - .-

I
.
I On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses
I and visual examinations at I

20120 EYECARE CENTER

I Present this coupon and Student

I
I
I

l.D. when your order
is placed.
·

S

S

'

0

C

E

1
1

I

Eye Exams I
on the premesis I
by an independent I
Optometrist. I

·I·

·I
I.
I

Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 3120188

I

IL411 S. Semoran Blv<f. (Near X-Tra) • 679-1010..11

-------------------

AMERICA'S TOP INCOME OPPORTUNITY
Bec0me a Stockbroker and Earn over $100,000 a Year.
No Experience Necessaiy.
----...___

lFiCimasJa1,11es
A

I
I
I
I

S

. 3~~~~~
· .-;•·~
FOR INFO OR RESERVATION
CALL TODAY! "' .•

; M1m'btt sire. !IAJD, MSlll

u.m... K.t.11..1. M, ,,.....

.
_

CALL RALPH LOFFREDO

1 (800) 247·6587

,

.

NOW HIRING FOR TAMPA OFFICE.
SEMINAR DATE: Thursday, March 17 TIME: 7-pm
LOCATION: U.C.F. Biology Building • Room 215
GUEST SPEAKER: Bruce Eaton• Author of bestseller "No
Exper~~nce ~ece_ssary; ~arn_ $~ -~.oo A _Ye~r -~s ~ St~roke~."-

·~

.SportS1===:1
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Good fundamentals win another one.
-

Baseball ·Knights knock off
un·iversity North Florida 3-1
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA F:.;. 'JRE

As it has been for most of the
season, good pitching and
timely hitting was the story as
UCF edged North Florida 3-1
Friday at the UCF Baseball
Complex..
North Florida took a 1-0
lead in the top of the fourth
inning when B.J. Guzzone's
single knocked _in Kevin Hill
off of UCF pitcher Jeff
Johnson. Johnson relieved
starter Jeff Holland in the
fourth when Holland developed arm trouble.
"His elbow ju~t locked up on
him on his last pitch," said
-coach Jay Bergman of Holland, wlio pitched three scoreless innings. "He has had arm
trouble before and this was his
first game ofthe season. Fortunately, we got good reliefpitching froi:n Johnson and (Kevin)
Bass."
Mer giVing up the initial
run, Johnson pitched into the
ninth without allowing another run to record his first

"This may not have
been our game to
win. Thei(.pitcher
did a good job but
we did.whatwe
had to do to win."
-Jay Bergman ·
Baseball coach
victory of the year. Kevin Bass
registered the save by pitching
the final two outs.
Although UCF had only five
hits, the Knights collected
them at the right time. UCF
tied the game in the sixth
when Bi~l O'Too~e singled and
Carlos Agurto walked. The
runners advanced to second
and third on a double steal.
· Senior Paul Pedersen drove in
lob Picheny/CENTRAL FLQRtDA FUTURE
O'Toole on a base hit, but The UCF baseball team dropped North.Florida 3- 1 in Friday's action..
Agurto was. thrown out at the ·
plate. ·
innings, then began to· lose reloaded the bases by walking ·but we did what we had to do
UCF scored twice in the control as he walked Carlos Bobby Chiles and Chuck Gra- . to win. "It was a good team
seve~th despite having only
Morales ·and ·Tony Laszaic to ham to force home the third victory as everyone did
on·e hit. Junior Alan Howe load ·the bases.Charles run.
_
something to contribute."
doubled to get things going. Frazier's sacrifice fly off reUCF plays at Florida to"This may not·h ave been our
North Florida pitcher Danny liever Ed Bloom scored Howe game to win," said Bergrilan. night and will host Rollins
Cox, who pitched great for six to make it 2-1. Bloom then "Their pitch~r did a good job tomorrow night.

Track club
does well in
its 1st meet

~-point

.shot-k.ills
Knights -

by Tom · Davis

BCC sinks l 0 shots
for 3 in 97-73 win

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF track club, in 1ts
first year of formation, competed in its first regular season·
·meet on Saturday at the University of Miami.
Participating in the meet
were the University of Miami,
Florida A&M University,
Santa Fe Community College,
Brevard Community College,
Bethune-Cookman College,
University of Western Ontario, Miami-Dade Community College, Florida International University and UCF.
"Our major objectives for
going to Mialni was to get meet
recognition and to learn how to
compete under pressure," said
UCF coach Tom Metts.
The track club performed
well against established.. programs. "Our goals this year
are to develop skills in training
· habits and proper mental peperation," said Metts. Many of
the members were competing
in their first collegiate meet, if
not their first track meet ever.
"This is probably the most
valuable experience they will
have all year," said coach Peter
Blount.
UCF's strongest finish
came early in the men's 3000meter race. Joe Heller, UCF's

· by Glenn Carrasquillo .
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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The Knights men's basketball team has allen onto hard times this season.

No: 1 cross country runner, . que also ran the 1500, finishbroke the tape in a blistering 8 ing in 4:14. Steve Steffy, winminutes, 47 seconds. Heller ner of/ the Greek 5k last weektook the lead at the 200-meter end, knocked sixteen seconds
mark and never looked back. off his personal best time to
Mike Bourque finished fifth finish in 4:21.
Gary Johnston, who is
with 9:16.Jeff Ferris, UCF's
only field competitor, took fifth coming off a leg injury, finin the discus with a throw of ished in 4:40. Kelly Burwash,
38.2 meters.
. female winner of the Greek 5k,
Heller came back after broke two personal best times
winning the 3000-meter race in the 3000 and the1500.
to finish fifth in the men's Burwash finished the two
1500-meter race in 4:05. Bour- races in 11 :44 and 5:29, respec-

tivley. Tom Davis also ran a
personal best in the 5000-meter race crossing the finish line
in 17:5Q. John McCarty 'was
UCF's top finisher in the 400meter sprint. While Kim Fultz
and Sabrina Hammond led the
Lady Knights in the 100-meter
and 200-meter races, respectively.
Coach Blount summed up
the meet when he said, "We
have come a long way but we
still haye a long way to go."

You can live by it or die by it.
The Knights were murdered
by it We.dnesday night.
It being the much disputed
3-point shot. Bethune-Cookman College nailed 10-15 from 3-point range and coasted to a
97- 73 victory over UCF at the
UCF Gymnasium. UCF hit
only three 3-pointers.
"I didn't think our team
could do that," said BCC coach
Cy McClairen.
BCC entered the game with
a 5-20 record, and was winless
on the road for the season.
That is until the Wildcats vis•
ited UCF.
"Our report was that they
played well their last game,
but they didn't shoot the 3pointer," said UCF coach Phil
Carter, whose 8-18 Knights
have lost their past six games.
"We're trying to salvage •
what we can at the end of our
season," said junior forward
Fred Crawford who finished
with 18 points and 14 · rebounds and who has been one
of the few bright spots for UCF ,,,
this season.

